On a Clear Day performs live-looping, electro-acoustic songscapes and storytelling, micro-ballads and poetic pleas for accordion and voice.

On a Clear Day is the solo project of multi-instrumentalist Stefanie Brendler, who has contributed horns, accordion, keyboards, and vocals to an assortment of Seattle bands since 2004. Stefanie's musical palate spans a spectrum of influence from orchestral French horn to punk rock, bombastic brass street bands to intimate chamber folk. On a Clear Day sings the intimacy of deep secrets and brings fading memories to life.

Stefanie Brendler (the Bucharest Drinking Team) has lent her talents as a session musician to various projects and bands, including Kimya Dawson and Your Heart Breaks. Stefanie has been a member of Tin Tree Factory, The m9, the Yellow Hat Band, the Seattle Rock Orchestra, the Infernal Noise Brigade, and Movitas marching band.

Booking and Inquiries
stefonaclearday@gmail.com
stefaniebrendler.com
301.452.9357